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INTRODUCTION 

The behaviour of oxygen , which is one of the most frequently encountered 
impurity species in tokamaks, is particularly comp licated due t o the inten
sive crosS charge exchange processes between oxygen and hydrogen. The other 
complications arise due to the fact that oxygen is desorbed from the metal 
lic surfaces as hydro genic or metal l ic compounds, undergoing a sophistica
ted multistep evolution before arriv i ng at the neutral atomic state. 

Here , we aim at studying the influence of these effects, using the numeri
cal algorithm, which allows a fast solution of both the steady- state and 
the time- dependent one-dimensional finite rate diffusion equation / 1/ . The 
auxiliary calculations, accounting _for the cross charge exchange and the 
sub- routine , describing the low energy chemica l kinetics are incorporated 
in the code. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The cross charge exchange processes affect both oxygen neutrals and the 
singly ionized oxygen ions, if their mean free paths for charge exchange 
are of the same order as the ionization mean free path. 

For oxygen atoms, injected with an initial energy much less than the plasma 
temperature , the cross charge exchange processes dominate over the ioniza
tion by the electron impact, producing fast oxygen neutrals with an average 
energy of the order of the plasma temperature and at the same time retar
ding their directed motion by randomizing their volecity distribution. Some 
part of the oxygen neutrals (roughly one half for low temperatures) returns 
to the wa l l reducing the flux of the i njected impurities. The ot her part, 
moving i n to the plasma . penetrates much deeper due to the increased veloci
ty reaching the region with the higher temperature. where the ionization to 
the second i oniza tion state by electron impact increases drastically and 
the amount of the neutral hydrogen decreases . 

The charge exchange pr ocesses with hydrogen affect not only the oxygen neu
trols but 0100 the diffusion of the singly i onized oxygen i ons. They diffuse 
much faster as a result of the multiple charge exchange collisions and thus 
undergo greater recyc l ing . It implies an increase of the effective diffusion 
coefficient of the singly ionized oxygen ions as described in / 2/ . 

To demonstrate some of the typical exanples of the 1-0 multispecies, non
corona impurity transport code. some steady radial density profiles for 
oxygen are given in Figs . 1 and 2 for temperature and density profiles si
milar to those of an ohmically heated ASDEX plasma. 

The effect of the cross charge exchange pl ays an important role if the neu
tral hydrogen flux exceeds the va lue 1017 cm-2sec- 1 for the plasma tempera-
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ture at the wall equal to 10 eV, scaling slower t han the penetration dep th 
of oxygen neutra l s for a given flux density. due to the inc reased a l bedo of 
the plasma. The enhancement facto r for the total i~puritv content is 5 - 6 
for ttE hydro~en flux changing from 1017 to l019c.nr sec-I . (Fig.4). Though the 
latter f lux m~ght appea r excessive compared with the typical val ue averaged over the 
flux surfaces, due to the significant poloidal and toro ida l asymmetr i es ob
served in the outer regions of the tokamak pLasma, this va lue , cor responding 
to OH ~ ne. can locally become of the right order of magnitude. This is 
certainl y true for the regions with the large content of the neutral hydro
gen , such as the area in the close vi cinity of the limiter ' s top /4/ or the 
gas inlet. 

Si gnificant modifications appear also in the distribution of the oxygen ions 
over the ionization states . The low ionization states are usua lly located 
at the periphery and therefore strongly influenced by the cross charge ex
change processes. Owing to the enhanced diffusion, the amoun t of impurities 
in the low ionization states (0 11 - 0 V) decreases , their profiles get flat 
ter at the much lower level. It might be one of the reasons for the obser
vational diff i culties of these ion s /3/ . On the other hand, the relative 
amount of the highe r ionization states increases, leading to the gr owing 
radiative efficiency. The o t her important implication of the effect occurs 
i f the decay length is much l arge r than the mean free path for charge ex
change . It might lead to increased oxygen recyc l ing at the first wall in
s t ead of, as usual, taking place at t he l imi ter . The effect gets less impor
tant wit h the decreasing value of the decay length i n the scrape- off , owing 
t o the rapid loss of the 0 11 at the limiter. For obvious reasons the to-
tal amount of impurit i es ge ts smaller by one order of magni tude i f the de
cay length is less than the width of t he limiter and the penetration depth 
of the impurity neutrals . (F i g . 4) . 

As far as molecules are concerned , the drastically increased penetration 
depth of the oxygen impurities is the result of the low energy chemical 
processes occuring to the oxygen molecular compounds ,$cleased from the wa l l . 
For the case of ASDEX it reaches the va l ues up to 5 - 10 cm. The profile of 
the total number of impurity ions is shown in Fig . 3. 
Important consequences arise from the combination of these effects with 
charge exchange : the pene trat i on depth of the atomic impurities increases 
further and much less (roughly one fourth) of the oxygen atoms produced from 
the molecular compounds r eturn to the wall. The total number of impurities 
scales even stronger than the penetration depth of oxygen atoms for a given 
inflow of impurities. 
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~ Prof i les of oxygen ionization states for hydrogen and oxygen 
fluxes rH :: D. or ro '" 10 11 cm-2 sec- I, respective l y . 

Dashed and sol id lines are used for even and odd ion i zation states 
respect i ve ly . The do t ted l ine gi ves the total density of t he oxygen 
ions. The scrape- off layer is swi t ched off. 
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~ Prof i les of oxygen ionization states for the hydrogen fl ux 
~ = 1019 cm-2 sec-1• Otherwise, notations and conditions are t he 
s~me as for Fig . 1. 
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~ Profiles of oxygen ionization states for the density of the oxygen 
molecules NMOL ~ 10 7 cm- 3 and an energy 0.03 eV at the wall. 
The oxygen atomic fl ux r = O. Otherwise, the same as for 
Figs . 1 and 2. 0 
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~ Maximum total oxyge n ion density as functions of hydrogen flux fo r 
different plasma decay lengthsA and wall temperatures TW ' 
For TW ~ 10 e~ the drastic increase occurs when the hydrogen flux 
changes from " H = 10 17 to rH = \019 cm- 2 sec-I. 
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